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Terahertz phase jumps for ultra-sensitive graphene plasmon 
sensing 
Yi Huang, a Shuncong Zhong,*a, b  Yao–chun Shen, a, c Yingjie Yu, b and Daxiang Cui d 
The phase behavior of the reflected terahertz radiation (THz) under surface plasmon resonance (SPR) supported by doped 
graphene has been comprehensively investigated. For a TM–polarized wave, the dependence of the phase on the angle of 
incidence has a region with an abrupt jump–like change. We found in particular that the resonance phase dependence would 
change from step–like contour to Fano lineshape when the system passed through the optimum SPR conditions (i.e., R = 0) 
in terahertz regime. Monitoring the transformation could provide ultrahigh–sensitive label–free detection of biomolecules. 
Importantly, the characteristic of phase jumps as a readout response to achieve refractive index sensing that outperforms 
traditional terahertz–amplitude based attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy. The results demonstrated a high 
figure of merit (FOM) of up to 171 based on the terahertz phase information. Moreover, the sensing range could be tuned 
by changing the surface conductivity of graphene via high doping levels or with few–layer graphene. These terahertz phase 
response characteristics of graphene plasmon are promising for tunable ultra–sensitivity (bio)chemical sensing applications.
1.  Introduction 
Terahertz (THz) radiation (0.1 THz–10 THz) has incredibly 
fascinating prospects for many applications due to their unique 
properties.1 As opposed to X–rays, terahertz waves have 
absolutely non-ionizing radiation impact, are harmlessness for 
biological entities.2 More importantly, many complex molecules 
exhibit unique absorption spectral features result from their 
vibrational and rotational modes in the THz regime,3, 4 making 
THz technology advantages for vast sensing applications in 
biological and chemical fields.5, 6 However, the extensive usage 
of THz spectroscopy in sensing is greatly limited by the 
detection of small changes of optical property in molecular 
interactions, due to their too small absorption cross–sections. 
To overcome the limitation, THz metamaterials use structured 
metal surfaces with annular holds,7 periodicity pits,8, 9 groove 
array,10 square brass tubes and brass cylindrical rods11 have 
been proposed as platforms for supporting tightly confined 
fields to enhance light–matter interactions and sharp spectral 
features to enable the measurement of small changes in the 
dielectric environment, similar to surface plasmon polariton 
(SPP) sensing at visible frequency band. Furthermore, the 
optical properties of SPP modes can be tailored through 
properly designing their geometric parameters. Nonetheless, 
these structures have bulky size and complex design, as such 
cannot be actively tuned. Moreover, their sensing performance 
need to be further improved. 
Recently, experimental and theoretical studies demonstrate 
that graphene can support plasmons for a wide frequency range 
from mid–infrared to terahertz with remarkable properties such 
as high confinement and prominent enhancement of 
electromagnetic field in the vicinity of graphene surface.12, 13 
Graphene plasmons can propagate for hundreds of microns in 
the THz regime with effective wavelengths 2–6 times smaller 
than the excitation wavelength, which can generate strong 
light–matter interactions.14 In addition, the plasmonic 
properties can be dynamically tuned via electrical and chemical 
doping in real time.15, 16 These supernormal properties means 
that graphene could be a very flexible platform on which to 
conduct dynamically tunable surface plasmons resonance (SPR) 
for sensing applications. 
In the present work, an Otto prism coupling structure with 
graphene/insulator stack (GIS) was presented to perform 
refractive index sensing using terahertz phase information. 
Similar prism coupling structures have been previously used to 
excite highly confined SPPs wave modes on graphene in THz 
region.14 Meanwhile, the traditional method namely angle 
modulation have been employed to monitor the excitation of 
surface plasmon (SP) with amplitude measurements within the 
resonant reflectance dip.17, 18 However, the ability to properly 
discern any spectral shifts for small refractive index changes in 
highly absorbing mediums is very limited because of the low 
figure of merit (  FOM FWHMnS , where Sn is the sensitivity of 
SPR system and FWHM is the full width at half maximum of 
resonant contour. It is calculated to evaluate the performance 
of refractive index sensing with SPR), which possibly restricting 
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the practical sensing applications. For this reason, we draw 
attention to an oft–neglected source of information in sensing 
research that is available via THz–TDS, the phase of the 
electromagnetic fields. Although Ng, Binghao, et al. 
experimentally demonstrated that the phase had an abrupt 
jump–like change near optimum SPR conditions through spoof 
plasmon surface based Otto prism setup in THz frequency 
range,19 complete and comprehensive information on the 
phase properties of THz–SPR is still lacking. Our aim was to fill 
this gap and pave the way for novel THz sensing methods using 
terahertz phase information. 
2. Structural design and physical mechanism 
Our Otto prism coupling structure based SPR sensing system 
consisting of GIS was shown in Fig. 1. A thin layer of NFC (which 
is a derivative of polyhydroxystyrene) with thickness of   20bt
nm and a refractive index of   1.535bn 20 was spin–coated on 
the top of MgF2 substrate with a refractive index of   1.36sn 21 
as a buffer layer to construct a relatively gentle contact for 
graphene. Experimental studies have shown that the addition 
of a low dielectric constant polymer buffer layer (NFC) between 
graphene and dielectrics helps to minimize mobility 
degradation.22 A monolayer graphene (MLG) is then transferred 
onto the top of the buffer layer forming GIS. The SP is excited 
through the evanescent wave created by total internal 
reflection at the bottom of prism with a high refractive index of 
 4pn  .23 There exists a strong interaction between light and 
the analyte na, when the following condition of momentum 
matching is satisfied 
                                  
S TO  & 0
2
sinspp p ink k n                              (1) 
where kspp is the wavevector of SPP wave, & k is the parallel 
components of incident THz beam wavevector in the prism kp, 
O0 is the free-space wavelength and inT is the internal incident 
angle. Subsequently, the modulated THz radiation reflects off 
prism base and exit from the other facet of prism where the 
modulated THz radiation would be detected. The obtained 
modulated THz radiation contains two vital important 
information including: the sharp changes in both amplitude and 
phase of the THz radiation, which will ensure the measurement 
of small changes in the dielectric environment.  
In the THz regime, the surface conductivity of graphene is 
dominated by the intraband contribution and can be 
approximated by a Drude model as: 24  
                                    V Z S Z W | =
2
2 1
Fe Ei
i
                           (2) 
where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, e is the charge of an 
electron, ω is the incident light angular frequency, EF is the 
Fermi level energy of graphene determined by the carrier 
density   S = 20  / /F Fn E v (vF is Fermi velocity ), as high as
 1 2 eVFE has been achieved in experiments,16, 25 and τ is the 
phenomenological relaxation time which is taken to be 1 ps to 
account for scattering loss from acoustic phonons.14, 26, 27 
Further, the effective thickness of MLG has been taken to be 
  0.5gt nm28 with an equivalent dielectric constant as given 
below: 
                                     
VH ZH  0
1
 
g
g
i
t
                                  (3) 
where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum; For highly doped MLG, 
H HR Ig g  in the local limit (Z W  1 ), where HR g  and gHI  
are the real and imaginary parts of εg. This is why graphene can 
support highly confined SPP modes at THz regime.14 The 
contribution of buffer layers to the total conductivity can be 
ignored due to that buffer layers are thin and non-conducting.29 
Therefore, the total dynamical conductivity is the sum of the 
conductivities of the individual graphene sheets, i.e., total NV V , 
where N is the number of graphene layer ( 6N  ).30 By 
matching the boundary conditions for the SPR system, the SPP 
dispersion relation can be derived as:31 
                                   VZH   
2 2
0
0a s
za zs
n n iN
k k
                              (4) 
If R Ispp sppk k and 2 2spp ik k , where  0i ik n k   (  ,  i a s , 
S O 0 02 /k is wavevector of vacuum), the perpendicular 
components of the SPP wavenumber   |2 2 1/2( )zi spp i sppk k k k . 
Substituting  zi sppk k  into Eq. (4) yields the approximation: 27, 31 
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It can be readily derived from this simplified expression that 
2 2,  spp a sk n nv and 1sppk V v . Thus, the momentum mismatch 
between the SPP and the light photons can be availably 
alleviated by increasing the surface conductivity of graphene 
with high doping levels or with few-layer graphene. Compared 
with using periodically patterned graphene structures13, 32 to 
overcome the mismatch, these methods could avoid the severe 
deterioration of graphene mobility resulting from the 
lithography process necessary for fabricating patterned 
graphene. 
The analyte refractive index sensing range are estimated for EF 
is various from 0.8 eV to 1.6 eV when 1N  , and N is various 
from 1 to 5 (when  1.0 eVFE at  5 THzf ), as shown in Fig. 2(a) 
and Fig. 2(b), respectively. The calculations were obtained 
through solving equations (1) and (5). Obviously, the increase of 
graphene doping level or graphene layer will make the range of 
refractive index sensing larger. At the same time, the dynamic 
modulation of sensing range can be realized according to 
different graphene doping levels. The maximum measured 
refractive index of the analyte is up to 5 when N is increase to 5. 
This indicates that the proposed structure with multilayer 
graphene can support a very wide refractive index sensing 
range. 
3.   Physical Theoretical analysis and simulations 
of phase properties under SPR 
The phase properties of a reflected wave are greatly affected by 
the excitation of SP, which will show great differences under 
different excitation situations. The phase of a reflected wave 
will become a singularity when the minimum of the intensity 
tends to zero.33 When a finite width beam of incident radiation 
is injected on one of the interfaces of the multilayered sensing 
system (as shown in Fig. 1), the amplitude of reflected wave AR 
can be expressed as: 
I  iR I IA rA r e A                           (6) 
where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient, AI is the 
amplitude of the incident wave andI is the phase shift of the 
electromagnetic field oscillations of the wave caused by the 
reflection. It is a smooth function of r (which is relevant to the 
radiation, the multilayer system, the thickness of sensing layer 
or the medium's refractive index34, 35), which is defined in a 
complex plane except at the point  0r : 
         
 
 
 
arg
arctan Im Re        forRe 0,                        
arctan Im Re π forRe 0 and Im 0,
arctan Im Re π forRe 0 and Im 0.
r
r r r
r r r r
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­ !
°   !®
°   ¯
        (7) 
The power reflection coefficient (Reflectivity) is  
2
R r rr{                                (8) 
where the symbol * denotes a complex conjugate. Let  ( )r r x be 
a smooth function of an arbitrary real variable x. This variable is 
relevant to the radiation or the multilayer system (for instance, 
the incidence angle of the radiation) and the function  ( )R R x
has a minimum.34, 35 At the point of the minimum: 
  c= 0rr                                  (9) 
and 
  s!  0rr                               (10) 
where the symbols ʹ and ʺ denote first and second derivatives 
with respect to x. The set of expressions (7) easily yields: 
Ic c= Im( )r r                             (11) 
Furthermore, the function r(x) profile also changes with 
variations of another variable y (such as the thickness of sensing 
layer or the medium's refractive index as show in Fig. 1) in such 
a way that the minimum of R close to zero when y reaches its 
optimum value.34, 35 It then follows from formula (9) that
 c  c =r r r r . Thus, the ratio cr r at the minimum is always 
imaginary, that is c   arg( ) arg( ) π 2 πr r n , where
 r r !0,  1,  2, ,n and c r c/  =r r i r r . If the second derivative
   s s  s  c 2 = rr r r rr r at the minimum remains greater than a 
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certain given positive value as the minimum of R approaches 
zero (i.e., the radius of curvature of the resonant contour does 
not tend to infinity at the minimum), then it can be inferred that
cr also remains greater than a certain given positive value. 
Consequently, combining the above analysis and equation (11), 
one may conclude thatIc at the minimum tends to infinity when 
the minimum of R approaches zero. Moreover, Ic changes its 
sign as r passes through the point  0r (which corresponds to 
the case of the variable y goes through its optimum value) due 
to  ( ,  )r r x y is a smooth function of both x and y in the complex 
plane. The ratiocination above is entirely relevant to SPR, which 
possesses a resonant minimum in the dependence of R on 
incidence angle or radiation frequency. The suppression of the 
reflectance at the minimum (i.e.,  = 0R ) has been predicted 
analytically14 and validated experimentally19 for Otto prism THz-
SPR structures based on attenuated total reflection (ATR) in 
certain situations. The variable y was the thickness of sensing 
layer in these previous reports. 
2D simulations were built to obtain the reflectance and phase 
spectra using COMSOL Multiphysics. The unit cell of 2D 
simulation model is demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 3(a). The 
periodic boundary conditions applied along the direction of 
periodicity and the perfectly matched layer (PML) was set to 
achieve absorbing boundary conditions. The graphene sheet 
was simulated using Drude permittivity model as mentioned 
above in the THz regime. This inset also shows the obvious 
enhancement of the electrical field in the vicinity of graphene 
surface in resonance. For all following simulations, f is set to 5 
THz. Fig. 3 shows the reflectance (a) and phase shift (b) as a 
function of the incident angle and the absolute gradient of the 
change in phase between the sample Isam and reference ITE
spectrum I I I T' c = ( ) ( )sam TE ind d (c) for various thickness of the 
analyte with MLG at  1.0 eVFE and  1an . Firstly, it can be see 
that the reflection spectra exhibit distinct dips resulting from 
the coupling of energy from the incident wave into the SPP 
wave. Note that the phase region was extended to display a 
continuous change. Secondly, the phase spectra exhibit a sharp 
phase jump that are associated with the interaction between 
the incident THz wave and SP around the resonant angle. But 
the reflectance and phase of the TE–polarized wave takes on no 
resonant features due to no SP modes can be excited in this 
geometry. Therefore, it is calculated as a reference. Moreover, 
the steepness of phase jump increases dramatically as the 
analyte thickness ta increases to its optimum (i.e.,  = 0R ). 
However, it will reduce gradually and the sign of the slope is 
opposite (which is consistent with the theoretical analysis 
above) with a further increase of ta. At the same time, the phase 
spectra vary in shape that it is not monotonous but possesses a 
maximum and a minimum near the resonant angle. Namely, the 
profile of phase jump change from step-like contour to Fano 
lineshape when the system passes through the optimum SPR 
conditions. Importantly, graphene has strong adsorption to 
biomolecules because of π-stacking interactions and the high 
surface to volume ratio.36 It will give rise to the increase of 
thickness of molecule layer adsorbed on graphene surface 
when a (bio)chemical sensing is carried out. As a result, the 
optimum SPR conditions will change. Thus, it may be provide for 
ultrahigh sensitivity to (bio)chemical sensing by monitoring the 
inversion of phase jump. Remarkably, the region of the phase 
jump just take place around the point of R minimum. From the 
Fig. 3(c), it can be further seen clearly that all I' c show a sharp 
peaks which are narrower than the reflectance dips as shown in 
Fig. 3(a). As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 3(c), the maximum 
ratio of FWHM of reflection spectra and FWHM’ of I' c is up to 
12 at the optimum resonant angle where  0R , which making 
phase change potentially a very effective indicator for the 
detection of small refractive index changes in the mediums. 
Note that the variation of the width of I' c is different from 
reflection spectra (which its width broadened by radiative 
damping of SPP that couple back to the prism) as shown in Fig. 
3(a). The reason is that the steepness is irrelevant to the width 
of R contour, but defined by a parameter (such as analyte 
thickness) that reduces the minimum down to zero.33 
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4.   Sensing performance based on phase 
detection  
Fig. 4 plots the phase spectra (a) and absolute gradient of phase 
change spectra (b) for various Fermi level energy from 0.8 to 1.6 
eV with MLG at  1an . As can be seen, there is a significant left–
shift in the phase jump as the Fermi level energy of graphene 
increases due to the fact that the SPP wavenumber reduces 
with increasing EF at a given frequency as shown in equation (5). 
So the resonant angle of SPR can be dynamically tuned via 
adjusting graphene EF. Of particular interest is the phase 
spectrum following a Fano lineshape at the case of  0.8 eVFE , 
which is different from other phase spectra. The reason for this 
is that the minimum value of its reflectance can’t passes 
through zero via changing the analyte thickness. Thus, it only 
exhibits a profile of Fano lineshape at optimal resonance 
conditions. Furthermore, it can be seen clearly that the absolute 
gradient of phase change spectra exhibit a sharp peaks. 
Correspondingly, the detection accuracy (DA, which is defined 
as the reciprocal of FWHM’, i.e.,  DA 1 FWHM' ) increases from 
0.93 deg-1 for  0.8 eVFE  to 3.70 deg-1 for  1.6 eVFE as shown 
in the inset of Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the DA of sensing systems 
can be promoted by increasing graphene EF suitably. Similar 
trends in the shift of phase jump and sharp peaks are observed 
in the phase spectra of Fig. 5(a) and absolute gradient of phase 
change spectra of Fig. 5(b) for various number of graphene layer 
N from 1 to 5 at  1.0 eVFE  and  1an , respectively. The 
pronounced left–shift in the phase jump occur with the 
increases of N for the SPP wavenumber reduces. It can be found 
that multilayer graphene based sensing structures also possess 
a high DA as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b). The maximum DA is 
up to 4 deg-1 for  5N . 
In order to have a further insight into the performance of 
reflective index sensing based on phase detection. The resonant 
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spectra for various reflective index of the analyte na from 1.0 to 
1.4 with MLG at  1.0 eVFE and  2.5 μmat are plotted in the Fig. 
6. As can be seen, the resonant spectra right shift with the 
increases of na for the SPP wavenumber increases (easily seen 
from expression (5)). Compared Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 6(c), it is 
obviously observed that the FWHM’ of I' c spectra are much 
less than the FWHM of reflection spectra. The optimal 
resonance angle θSPP are plotted against their respective 
refractive indexes in the inset of Fig. 6(c). The red solid line is a 
linear fit given by T  47.96 4.62SPP an . This gives a sensitivity 
(defined as the change in θSPP per RIU) of 47.96 deg/RIU. Hence 
using phase jumps as our SPR sensor readout response, the 
FOM values for na from 1.0 to 1.4 are 171, 94, 94, 145, and 126, 
respectively. These values are much higher than the FOM values 
of 11, 9, 8, 7 and 6 calculated based on reflection spectra and 
previously reported values.37, 38 
The resonant spectra for various the imaginary part of complex 
reflective index (  N  n n i ) in the analyte κa from 0.02 to 0.10 
with MLG at  1.0 eVFE ,  2.5 μmat and  1an are also plotted in 
the Fig. 7. From the Fig. 7(a), it can be seen clearly that the 
FWHM of reflection spectra is broadened by the increase of the 
damping of SP due to the increase of κa, but the angular position 
of the resonance dip remains approximately constant. The 
reflectance at optimum resonant angle RSPP increases from 0.04 
for N  0.02a  to 0.34 forN  0.10a . As a result, the steepness of 
phase jump reduces dramatically with the increase of κa as 
shown in Fig. 7(b). From the Fig. 7(c), it also can be observed 
that the absolute gradient of phase change at optimum 
resonant angle I' cSPP reduces from 1.31 rad/deg forN  0.02a to 
0.15 rad/deg for N  0.10a . The RSPP and I' cSPP are plotted 
against their respective imaginary part of refractive indexes in 
the inset of Fig. 7(c). Also, curve fitting were performed for 
these scatter data to compare the sensitivities of this two 
detection methods. From the slope of these two curves, it is 
clearly to see that the characteristic phase jumps on our SPR 
structure, as a readout response to carry out the imaginary part 
of refractive index sensing that also outperforms amplitude 
based measurements, which may be applied for ultrasensitive 
viruses or microorganism detection in THz regime.39 
5.   Conclusions  
In this work, we make full use of the adjustable properties of 
graphene plasmon to propose a graphene/insulator stack (GIS) 
based tunable terahertz (THz) plasmonics sensor. We draw 
attention to an oft-neglected source of information in THz–SPR 
sensing study that the phase of the electromagnetic fields. The 
comprehensive description of THz–SPR phase properties has 
been accomplished by theoretical analysis and a number of 
numerical simulations. The results showed that a small change 
in the refractive index of the medium will result in a sharp 
change in phase of the reflected wave, whereas the intensity 
changes little against the background of the resonance 
reflection minimum, which making phase change potentially a 
very effective indicator for the detection of small refractive 
index changes in the mediums. A FOM as high as 171 was 
achieved based on terahertz phase detection, which is about 16 
times of the FOM obtained via traditional terahertz amplitude 
based measurement method, making refractive index sensing 
possible on analyte with higher loss. The prominent 
characteristics of this new method would pave the way for 
conducting high–performance THz–SPR sensing. 
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